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Theory of Code Division Multiple Access Communication (IEEE Series on Digital & Mobile Communication)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
The objective of this book is to provide an introduction to code division multipleaccess
(CDMA) communications. Our motivation for emphasizing CDMA communication
is a result of the technological developments that have occurred during
the past decade. We are currently witnessing an explosive growth in wireless
communication and...
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Evidence-Based Eye CareLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
This volume offers every clinical ophthalmologist valuable guidance in implementing the results of the latest multicenter clinical trials in practice. Chapters on all major disease entities review all pertinent trials, bring these trials into a real-world setting, and show how the results should influence day-to-day patient management. Coverage...
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The Art of Scalability: Scalable Web Architecture, Processes, and Organizations for the Modern EnterpriseAddison Wesley, 2009
“This book is much more than you may think it is. Scale is not just about designing Web sites that don’t crash when lots of users show up. It is about designing your company so that it doesn’t crash when your business needs to grow. These guys have been there on the front lines of some of the most...
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Enterprise, Business-Process and Information Systems Modeling: 12th International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	This book contains the proceedings of two long-running events held in connection
	to the CAiSE conferences relating to the areas of enterprise, business-process and
	information systems modeling:


	• The 12th International Conference on Business Process Modeling, Development
	and Support (BPMDS 2011)
	• The 16th...
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Wireless Positioning Technologies and Applications (Technology and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2007
At last--here's a comprehensive book that puts full details on all short-range wireless-positioning methods at your command for instant access and use. This one-stop resource surveys each technique's theory of operation, advantages and disadvantages, applicability in different domains, implementation procedures, and accuracy to help you select the...
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Professional Architectural Photography, Third Edition (Professional Photography Series)Focal Press, 2001
This is a must-have guide both for aspiring students and for established professionals who need to keep up to speed with the current impact of recent digital developments.

In this highly visual, full colour text Michael Harris shares his professional secrets and demonstrates how to achieve top quality architectural images. Brief...
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Programming Microsoft InfoPath (Programming Series)Charles River, 2004
Infopath 2003 is a new addition to Microsoft Office that streamlines the  process of gathering, sharing, and using information, by enabling teams and  organizations to create, share and work with rich, dynamic forms. The  information gathered is easily reusable throughout organizations and across  multiple processes because the native file...
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Designing Enterprise Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
Why, you might ask, did I decide to write an entire book about Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and enterprise development? After all, enterprise development usually conjures up pictures of industrial strength computer systems, something Visual Basic has not traditionally been associated with. First of all, Visual Basic .NET is more...
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Programming Persistent Memory: A Comprehensive Guide for DevelopersApress, 2020

	
		Beginning and experienced programmers will use this comprehensive guide to persistent memory programming. You will understand how persistent memory brings together several new software/hardware requirements, and offers great promise for better performance and faster application startup times?a huge leap forward in byte-addressable...
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IEEE 802 Wireless Systems: Protocols, Multi-Hop Mesh/Relaying, Performance and Spectrum CoexistenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Throughout the next decade, 802 wireless systems will become an integral part of fourth generation (4G) cellular communication systems, where the convergence of wireless and cellular networks will materialize through support of interworking and seamless roaming across dissimilar wireless and cellular radio access technologies. IEEE 802 Wireless...
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Digital Communications with Chaos: Multiple Access Techniques and PerformanceElsevier Limited, 2006
Since the 1970's, there has been a great deal of research effort spent on studying chaotic systems and the properties of the chaotic signals generated. Characterized by their wideband, impulse-like autocorrelation and low cross-correlation properties, chaotic signals are useful spread-spectrum signals for carrying digital information.  Spectrum...
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Eliminating Waste in Business: Run Lean, Boost ProfitabilityApress, 2014

	Redundant employees. Storerooms full of extra stock "in case we need it." Marketing money sprayed in all directions in the vain hope it will create customers. Duplicate IT systems. HR policies that fatten the corporate waistline rather than keeping it trim. Budgeting exercises that result in "more of the same, plus...
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